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Number of machine instructions
Granularity
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Gamma(6), Precision = 6
(F) finite queues (size = 2)
(F) infinite queues
(S) finite queues (size = 2)
(S) infinite queues
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 SFRF finite queues (size = 4)
Dynamic finite queues (size = 4)
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(F) Finite queues, SFRF
(S) Finite queues, SFRF
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MVA (Number of queues = 30, Number of Customers = (50,50))
(F) Dealing blocks
(S) Dealing blocks
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MVA (Number of queues = 30, Number of Customers = (20,20))
(F) Dealing blocks
(S) Dealing blocks
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MVA (Number of queues = 5, Number of Customers = (50,50))
(F) Dealing blocks
(S) Dealing blocks
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